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Abstract. The coefficients of the 1/e and Ine singular terms in the field quanti-

ties near an arbitrarily moving dislocation loop are obtained by singular asymptotic

expansion of integrals.

Introduction. The stress fields radiated from a dislocation moving in an elastic

solid have been studied since 1949 by Frank [7] and Eshelby [5] and subsequently

by other investigators who studied steady state and accelerating motions of screw

and edge dislocations in isotropic and anisotropic media. Some selected references

include Eshelby [6], Kuisalaas and Mura [9, 10], Markenscoff and Clifton [13], and

Markenscoff and Ni [15, 16]. The motion of dislocation loops has also been studied.

Mura [ 18] appears to be the first to formulate the problem in terms of the dynamic

Green's function for an impulsive force in a three-dimensional space and to give the

solution as an integral over the loop surface and over the loop history in time. He

then converted the surface integral on the slip surface of the loop to a line integral

along the loop curve. From a seismologist's point of view Burridge and Knopoff [2]

formulated the problem in terms of surface integrals while Madariaga [11] treated an

expanding circular fault numerically. Giinther [8] and Mura [19] obtained solutions

for uniformly moving loops while Markenscoff and Clifton [14], and Markenscoff

and Ni [15, 16] analyzed the wavefront of a circular dislocation loop starting from

rest and expanding with constant radial velocity.

For general motion of a loop the solution is obtained only in terms of integrals

over the history of the motion which cannot be evaluated in closed form; however,

their asymptotic behavior may be appropriately analyzed. One limit which is of

great importance is the near field, i.e., the field near the current position of the loop.

In order to find this limiting behavior of the integrals, singular asymptotic series of
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integrals are needed. Such an asymptotic series has been obtained previously (Callias

and Markenscoff [3]) when the near field of an arbitrarily moving screw dislocation

was obtained. The special feature of this solution is that it contains besides the 1 /e

singularity (with the same coefficient as in the steady-state motion), a lne singularity

associated with the acceleration of the dislocation.

In this paper we formulate the solution to the generally moving loop (changing

shape as well as position) in terms of a single integral around the loop curve, and

present a method for reducing it to a form from which the singular asymptotic be-

havior is obtained by use of the asymptotic series of integrals. The coefficient of the

1 /£ and In e series are given explicitly. As an example the near field of an accelerating

straight screw dislocation is obtained and compared to a known solution.

I. Equations for a moving dislocation loop.

A. Preliminaries. Mura [ 18] has given the equations giving the strains and velocity

components for a moving loop as a double integral over the loop curve and time.

These expressions, for the velocity and displacement gradients respectively, are

and

Um(x, t)= [ [ Cijn,Gkmj(x -x',t- t')bjEjrh vr(x',f) dlh dt'
J — oo J L(t')

[ [ jh C/ jkl GkmJ (•*• X >t t )Z?/ dl^ dt
J-oo JL{t')

+ [ [ pGim(x — x',t — t')biSnrsVr(x', t') dlsdt'.
J-oo Jut')

Um,n

(1)

(2)

>W

The equations include the case of a dislocation at rest which may have started moving

at time t' / -oo; the initial static field is part of the solution. In Appendix A it is

shown that the solution for a screw dislocation being at rest and starting to move

with constant velocity is retrieved from Eq. (2). Mura [9] did not use (2) directly but

used (1) by integrating in time the velocity field and subsequently differentiating the

displacement.

In expressions (1) and (2) Cl}ki denote the elastic coefficients; G^m, the Green's

function for a unit impulse load in a full space; Vr(\,t'), the velocity vector at any

point of the loop; b, the Burgers vector; dlh a line element along the loop; and Ejrs,

the permutation symbol. For an isotropic material the Green's function is

V, m

r3 C\J c\ \ c2
%-6 (l-
cir V c2

where p is the density, 7 = t - t', r, = x, - x[, r2 = x\ + x\ + x\, r2 = (x\ - x[)2 +

(X2 - x'2)2 + (x3 - X3)2; C\ and cj are the longitudinal and shear wave speeds, H(-)

denotes the Heaviside step function, S(-) denotes the delta function.

B. Integrations of the line and time integrals. Integration in the expressions (1)

and (2) may be performed in time first and space second. This has the advantage

that for subsonic motion the denominator never vanishes and thus convergence of
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the integral is always guaranteed, except possibly for infinite loops, in which case

for straight dislocations, it can easily be seen that the integral converges as well.

However, as it becomes obvious in the sequel, dx'{t')/dt' must be piecewise smooth.

In the case of a loop being at rest and starting to move at t' = 0 with finite velocity

V, this derivative is discontinuous at t' = 0 and the integral has to be split into two

parts, i.e., dt' + f^dt'.
Starting from an original time to > -oo the loop L(to) can be parametrized by a

parameter o\a < 0 < p. At time t' the point x'(o, to) is at the position x'(a, t') which

is determined, if the velocity of the loop is known, according to

<!{o, t') = x(<7, to) + [ V(<7, x) dx.
J to

(3)

We define a curve T, on the surface described by the moving loop (see Fig. 2) that

satisfies the equation

|x-x'((7,OI =Ci(t-t'), i = 1,2 (4)

(with Ci being the longitudinal wave speed and C2 the shear one).

For a given cr, Eq. (4) defines a unique t' = x(a), i.e.,

c(t-x(a)) = r = |x-x'(cr,T(cr))|. (5)

Since x{a) is a function of (x, t), we have

— = -O = zli (6)
dx, cr-(f,dx'/dt') A,' K)

where Ai = cr - (r,(d/dt')x') and (r,(d/dt)x') denotes the inner product of the

vectors r and dx'/dt', and

- = (7)
91 A,

For further use we note that for r = r(x, a, x(a))

dr _?, + {f,dx'/dt')r,/A\ _ cr,

dxi r A]

gAi _ d

dxi dx/

dx'
cr-<r'a?

n_
A, wi- (9)dt'' dt' J V ' dt'2

In performing the integrations indicated in (1) and (2) let us consider first the terms

of the Green's function

_L_ „ (I _,) _ Jjp-s (?-1) m 6uc) oo,

and interchange the orders of integrations in time and space and write

I = f dt f ZnjhCijklGkmjbj dlfr
J — 00 J L(t') (11)

d s

— ̂ njhCijk/bi [ do f Gkm
J a J —0000 /h

d<'
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For the term

11= f dt' [ bipenrsGimVr(t')dls
J-oo J L(t')

we can perform the differentiation inside the integral according to Leibnitz's rule and

obtain

= bipenrs [" d

Anp mm-vwrn,"
nrm (d/dt')(x')r((d/di7)x')

do.
r2c

Thus the terms I and II of the strain combined give

[" dA\{dlda)X'h (ff ^ + dx'f
Ja { cr2A2 V' m dt' + r,Vk dl' + rkTm dt'

{d/do)x'h,e _ „ c _ N 2(d/do)x'h 
+ —_2. (Amn + Smir k + Sk,rm) hrkrmr,

cr r A\

_ (d/dQxj ( 2 _ (d* djT\ ,(dhr\\
c?2A] k m 1 V V dt'' dt' ) \ ' dt'2 ))

3(d/do)x'h(.d2/dodt')x'h_ 1 / efljkCljk,b,\

{w ((IH (&0,+ (fa), &') J
fa), (^x'),(~){{dx'Jdt')rm + (dx'm/dt')rj) + 3 cr,r

rA\ r2 A]

S,m + Tirm{(r,dx')/dt')2 r,rm (dx' dx'

+

rA, r3A3 rAf \df'df

r,Tm / 52x'\l ) / bj£nrs\

rAf V' 3?'2 /J J V 47: /

[" do [' dt'
J a J r

(EnjhCijklbi \

7! fx'
d<7 / /,

1

3{Skmr/ + Sklrm + Smjfk) I5rkrmr,

j5

v 4*/> /
+ d ../A (^_x'\ (ir'rm _ SirV

dt' )\do / I r5 r3

bi£n

\n

(12)
Since from (10),

SkmS{t-{r/c2))

4npc2r
Gkm = Gkm(c2) - Gkm(Cl) + km":_^2r2" (13)
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we have the additional contribution to the strain from the last term of (13)

Sx, /_„ <,'7il,,£""!C,':' (iv'/Kp'' (' cj)) h,d>"

+ Si Lx dt'/„,,, b'p (7 - 5))

-■md2idod?)x'h) + {jdido)x'h)({didt!)x[)

A\ A?

/ bjEnrs \

V 4^2 /

cr

A^ \ \ dodt'

r,((d/da)x'h) ( 2 /dx' <9x'\ / <92x'V

A3 ^ \dt''dt'J + v' dt12)

0 (^*;) + (^*0 {me-x;))
cr /c(r, {dx'/dt')) /dx' dx'\ / d2x'\\

+ A? V 7 V^7' + V' ST1 y J

(14)
II. Evaluation of the stress near the loop.

A. Preliminaries. Let us assume that L(t') is a smooth loop which describes, as it

moves, the surface x'(f'). A point £ is a fixed physical point with coordinate x0(?) on

L(t) moving with the loop. A field point P with coordinates \(t) is near the moving

loop. The distance between P and X is of 0(e), i.e., \(t) - x'0(t) = e£, where f is a

fixed vector. What we want to achieve in this paper is to obtain the singular part of

the stress at the field point P as e —► 0, i.e., as the point P approaches the loop (at

the point X). Since the solution as given in Eq. (16) is in the form of an integral with

the integrand being a function of e, we need to obtain the asymptotic expansions of

an integral in e. However Taylor series expansions in powers of e of the integrand

would give divergent coefficients of the powers of e, and thus regular asymptotics do

not work. We observe that we can bring the integral to a form

/ F{c
J <70 \

0o, ) da,
0 - 00,

with (To being the singular point (or the point X in Fig. 1), and the asymptotic series

given in Callias and Markenscoff [3] can be directly applied. Since this is the main

tool of our technique we state it again here.

Theorem 1. Under certain restrictions in Callias and Markenscoff [3] for the func-

tion h(x,y), where y = e/x, and for 0 < b < 00 we have

L
b 00 00

h{x,y) dx ~ A0 + ^ Am em + Ine ^ Bm em, as e —> 0,

m= 1 m= 1
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where

Aq = I dxh{x, 0),
Jo

1 m~I 1

Am = «„(*)+t„(A)+m!(m_i),y'y;'W.°) £ 7

( »-D! 1
w!(m - 1)! b>

(m- \)\ yV 7 7=1 J

Wl / • | \ | j

7=1

and

um{h) = ~ w!(J_ Yjj j0 lnxd?d™h(x,0)dx,

Lm{h)= ~^r^J0°°ln^[rdrlRm+l (°'£) dt

= lim{J~r-[dxm-lRm+i (o,|) d(-]ni-±drld?h(0,0)

with Rm+i(x,y) as the remainder in the Taylor series of h(x,y) about y = 0

m .

Rm+i(x,y) = h(x,y) - ^ h(x,0)yk.

k=0

B. Expansion of the integrand about the singular point. We are now going to bring

the integral to the form

/ F ( a - cr0, —-— J do
Jo0 V O-OoJ

and for that we need to expand every term in (16) and (18) about the point (oo,t).

This procedure is described in the sequel.

A point M(x'(a, t(<t))) on the curve T will be at the position N(x'(a,t)) at time t

(see Fig. 1), so that we can write MP = LP + N£ + MN, or

r = x - x'(a, t(<t)) = x - x'{o0, t) + x'(a0, t) - x{a, t) + x'(cr, t) - x'(a, x(a)). (15)

Moreover we can expand in powers of a - a0 and / - x{cr) to write

x - x'(er0, t) = x — x0(/) = ef,

x'(<To,0 - x'(o,t) = U)(o - (To), (16)

where

with

w = - {^xV,')U=<r0 + J J^2(x'(<M))l<7-0b(tf - a) + • •

x'(a,t) - x'(a,x{a)) = m(/ - t(a)), (17)
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P(x,t)

x'(cr,r(cr))

M

Fig. 1.

According to the relation of Eq. (4), r is a function of o\ however, we cannot simply

expand (t - t) in powers of (a - a0), as it would seem the natural thing to do at this

point, since the derivative d2x/da2 may not exist as e —» 0, at a = <To- So there is

no reason to believe this expansion is convergent. We show this at the example of a

circular loop moving with velocity v and at a field point at a distance e above the loop,

i.e., for x\ = VtH(t), xi = 0, = e, x\ = Vt'H(t') cos 6, x'2 = Vt'H(t') sin 6, x'} = 0.

The equation for T: x—x' = c(t-t') gives V2(t — t' cos 9)2 + V2t'2 sin2 0+e2 = c2(t — t')2

with root

, _ (c2 - V2 cos d)t ± v/[(c2 - V2 cos 6)1 - (c2 - V2)2]t2 + e2(c2 - V1)

1 ~ c2 - V2 '

Then at 6 = 0
d2t' t2V2 V2

= ± , . ~= +
de2 ^/(c2 - V2)e c2 - V2

diverges as e -+ 0.

We then define the new variable

t-r(g) t-z((j)

\o - cr01 |f + to\ 1 '

and it is easy to see, as we will calculate later, that the derivatives

di+jS
a ia , ~ 0(1) as y —► 0 and a — cj0, i,j = 1,2,3,... .
ao'oy'
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We express the terms in the integrand as functions of the variables, 6 = a - Go,y,S.

We have from (15), (16), (17), (18)

T = e; + {a - a0)io+ mS\efi + (a - o0)a>\
(19a)

= (ct - cr0)(yfi + to) + m,\a - ct0| \yp + a>\

d d ̂
m, = mS = —x'(cr0, t)S + q^qIx'(°o, t)S{o - ct0)

- ^^px!(o0,t)S2\yS + (o\\o - ffol + h.o.t. of (a - a0),

^x'((T, t(ct)) = x'((To, t) + x'((70, t){a - ct0)

d2 ('19b^
x'(ct0, O^IK + Ct>| |cr — cr0| + h.o.t.,

dadt

3 0 02 O1
—x'(cr, ?')lf=r(a) = ^X((T0, 0 + ^-x'(<To, 0(0- - (To) " gp*(<*0, O^IK + toIk- (ToI

<93
rx'((To, 05|(T - CT0| IK + »| + h.o.t.,

dadt1'

0^ d^
5?3x'(«7,Ol,.,W=5JIx'(ff0,() + ^:

d3
- ^x'(er0, 05|(t - tr0| K + ®l + h-0.t.,

(19c)

(19d)

(19e)

A' ~ cr ~ ( r> J^7X' ) =

r = cS\a - ff0| |yC + to|, (19f)

2"

5|ct - CTol IK + «|c2 - (£*W)

K + to, ^x'(ct°, 0 ) (CT-CTo)

(a§a7x'(CT°, " cr°^'7 ~~ CT°' +

+ 5 (Ir2*'^0'l?x'((Jo'?)) 5,2'ff ~ +

x'((7o,t)) (ct - (To)2
<92

^ + t<>' Ijadt'

+ ( ~x'(a0, t),yZ + ft>) S(ct - ct0)|ct - ct0| |K + to| + h.o.t.
/ (19g)

In order to simplify the notation of the final expressions we introduce the following

symbols needed to describe the surface described by L{t) at the point (cto, t)

^x'(ct0,0=v, (20a)
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J^xVo, t) = a, (20b)

—x'((7o,0-P, (20c)

-^x'(cro, t) = q, (20d)

d x'(<T0,0 = d, (20e)
dadt

as well as the following symbols

W = K + a> = yf-p-iq0, (21a)

R = j|jW + (sv + Sd0-iaS|0| |w|) |w|, (21b)

VM = v + d0-aS|W||0|, (21c)

P = p + q0 - <LS|W| |0|, (21d)

A = a + 9^72 xVo, t)0 - |^x'(ao, t)S\W\ |0|, (21e)

D = d + d^WtxVo't)e ~ d^x'(a°' °5|w| |0>' (21°

(21g)
A2 = (C2 - v2)5|W| - 2(d,v)S|W|0 + 4(a, v),S2|W|2|0|2

- (W, v)sgn 0 - (W,d)|0| + (a,W)S|W|0

needed according to (24) in order to express the derivatives at a point (a, t(<t)) on

the curve T near gq. Then we can write

r = R|0| + h.o.t. in (a — 0o)> (22a)

^7x/(ct,t((t)) = YM + h.o.t., (22b)

^-x'(cr, t(<t)) = P + h.o.t., (22c)
a a

d2

dodt
x'(<t, t(ct)) = D + h.o.t., (22d)

^pX'{o,T{o)) = A + h.o.t., (22e)

A, = A2|(9| + h.o.t., (22f)

+ w = W + h.o.t., (22g)

with R, V, P, D, and A given by (21).

C. Coefficients of the asymptotic expansion and the singular part of the stress. In

order to obtain the coefficients of the asymptotic series which give the singular part

of the displacement gradient (and from it the stress) we proceed by introducing
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expansions (19) with (20), (21), and (22) into the first integral of Eq. (12) which

assumes the following form

rfi-a

J a—Go

(F\)mn{0,y,c)-^ + {F2)mn{d,y,c)~ dd (23)

where c may be ci or c2, the longitudinal and shear wave speeds as before. To simplify

the notation in the sequel we omit the indices mn from the tensor functions Fj. The

integral (23) can be written as the sum

r0 fP-oo

ddf M+fJ a — Oq «/0

with the first integral written further

r0

L\my'c)w\+fMy'c)v.
rOo — a

Jo
f(Jo—a

Fx{-e,-y,c)^+F2{-d,-y,c)^

F\ (d,y,c)^ + F2 (0,y,c)-^

dd

1 1
de

dd=~fJo

so that the integral (23) assumes the form

I {t + ¥)("> + 1 + (24)
Theorem 1 can be applied immediately to (24) to give the asymptotic expansion

in e

-[Af' + Af' + Af' + Af]« o i i (25)

+ lne[5[/'l) + b|F|_) + B<f2) + B^2 '] + h.o.t. in e

where the coefficients Aq,A1,B1,B2 are according to their expressions in Theorem 1.

When evaluated for the functions of (24) they acquire the values

B[^ = Fi(d,y,c)\o=y=o+, B{fl) = F\(6,y,c)\e=y=fr (26)

with

Fl{e,y,c)= (£^i)_|^TOR,A) + fl,A2)

b,enrs

4n
RiRm /ad, t,M n \ , RjR

(ArPs + Vr Ds) + ' , " (R,A)K*/>,cS|W|A|v r c>S|W|A3

(27)

B(fr) =-^F2(9,y,C)\e=y=o+, (28a)

Bir) = jQF2(-e,-y,c)\e=y=Q+, (28b)
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^-(R,RmVkM + R,RkV" + RkRmV,M) + {SkmR, + dmlRk + SklRm)
A2

-R'R*R< (sm;+k(cl~ (V"V"))+sw)

VfRn + RiV*? 3 R,Rm
c5|W|A^ cS2\W\2A2

sim _ RjRm(R,YM)2 R,Rm(YM,YMy

bi^nrs \ D 1/m

cS WA2 c3S3|W|3A| c5|W|A3

(29)
In order to evaluate F\(Q,y)\e=y=o and F2{6, y)\g=y=o we need to know the

limg—o.y—o S and limg_o,y—o(d/dd)S. These limits may be easily obtained from

the fundamental Eq. (4) and the definition of S in Eq. (18) and are found to be

So = lim S=^r^|-(v>n) Wc2-v2 + %tM' (3°)
0^0, y^o c2-v2\ V IpI / V IpI

fdS\ dS _ So f (v,q) „ (*.p)(p.<i) -,(p A\
\de)0-e™de-2(c2-v2) 1 |P| + |p|3 VIpI' 7

+[2(v,d) + (a, p)]50 - (v, a)|p|5o_|.

y-> o
(31)

The rest of the coefficients in (30) are

_ j(^] ) _ Q~ ~~ U>

r oo

a[f>] = F2(0+,Z,c)d£, (32)
Jo

A[f>~]= f°° F2(0-,-i,c)di,
Jo

where for the last integral in (32) we further need to know

Sis&s=?^(i^r+v,(,,iwj) +c2->2}- <33>

This completes the determination of the coefficients of Eq. (24) which only refers

to the first integral of (12). Before proceeding in the evaluation of the second term

of (12) which involves the step functions in the Green's function, and hence double

integrals, we give the coefficients in the asymptotic expansion of (14) which gives the

contribution to the strain from the last term of the Green's function in Eq. (13). The

procedure for the asymptotic treatment of the integral (14) is exactly analogous to

the one just completed and we give it succinctly below

r©*8«*r (*>
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which in the asymptotic expansion give

+ A(^] + A1^ + ^«_)]

+ lne[fif5) + b[F}~] + Bf,] + + h.o.t. in e

with

r oo

A\F^= F4(0+,Z,c2)dZ,
Jo

_ n OO

a\F>) = F4(0+,-£,c2)^,
Jo

with

Fi{0,y\c2)
-R,Dh -PhR,{ R,A)

A2 +
°km

( jh Cj jklbi \

V 4npC2 J

+ (-^r) c-^rmK" + PMAi + P,K(K,A))R

°km

bj^nrsCl

An

(R, \M) - c|SW(V, V)

A*
p r/A/^
r sv r uim•

(35)

<3) = f3(0,j/,c2)|fl=y=o*,

^J_)=/;3(-0,-y,CS)|(,=y=o+,

Bf4) = ^^(0,y,C2)|e=y=O+,

" ' = ~y^c^)\e=y=o*^ (36)

710 — ^0 ~~ u'

(37)

(38)

We last have to evaluate asymptotically the double integral in the last term of Eq.

(12), i.e., an integral of the form

[" da [' E(e,t,y,t')dt'. (39)
J a J x

The inner integral has the property that near the singular point (co, 0 the upper and

lower limits approach each other. In order to avoid this and obtain an integral from

0 to a finite upper limit we change the variable of integration: t — t' = \6\u, so that

ft fS |W| fs
/ E(d, t,y, t')dt' — / |0| El(0,t,y,u)du = \6\ |W|£,(0, t, y, |W|w) du
Jt Jo Jo

where lim0_»Oj>—oS is (9(1).

In order to obtain E\ we need to express every element under this double integral

(39) in terms of 6 and u, e.g.,

r = eC + dio + x'(<7, t) - x'(ct, t')
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^x'((T, t) = ~\'((7o, t) + + h.0.t. in 6

= v + dd + h.o.t. of 6,

d2
—-yx (<r, /) = a + h.o.t. of 6, (40)
at1

x'(cr, t) - \'(a, t') = (v + d0)(/ - t') - \a(t - t')2 + h.o.t.

r = e£ + 6(o + [v + dd - \a\6\u]\6\u + h.o.t. = |0|R'(0,y, u) + h.o.t.

with

r = Aw + (V + d0- u\e\u)u
i»i

and

r = |0|(R', R')1/2 + h.o.t..

It is easy to see, if we define in an analogous way as (21)

Q

V' = v + dd - a\9\u, then — \'(a, t') = V' 4- h.o.t.,

r\

P' = p + q0 - d\0\u9 then — x'(<7, t') = p' + h.o.t.,
OCT

A' ~ a + dadt2 X'^0' ^6 ~ WX'^0' t^U,

d2
then ^px'(fT, t') = A' + h.o.t.,

D'3 + a§w/(°°')'> - m"•
d2

then ——r-x'(<7, t') = D' + h.o.t.
O O O t

Therefore the integral (39) becomes

ffi-B0 dQ _ roo-cc rfQ __
J —Fi(d,y,t,c) + Jo —F-(6,y,t,c)

which in the asymptotic expansion give

1 r AFS) , a(K)i , i-,r#5) ,

with
roo

a\Fs)= dZF5(0+,Z,c),
Jo

A(ff) = rdZF5(0-,-Z,c),
J o

B2F>) = fgF5(e,y,c)\g=y=0+, B(p = -^F5(-6,-y,c) |e=y=0+

(41)

-[^ + A\ls '] + In+ 5f5 '] (42)
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with

F5(6,y,c) = J* |W| du | (Enjh^jpk,bi) P>|W|

-3(dmkR', + 8klR'm + 5mlR'k) 15 R',R'mR'k

I bjEnrs \ yi pi f "$RjRm _ dim \ 1

1 4tt J rs\ R15 R,3 / J

(43)

The asymptotic expansion (42) completes the expansion of the double integral in

the solution arising from the Heaviside step function in the Green's function. The

final result that gives the displacement gradient n at a point near the moving loop

consists, according to (12), of combinations of (25), (35), and (42) and assumes the

following expression

roc

- / [F2(0\Z,c2) + F2(0~,-Z,c2) - F2(0+,Z,Cl) - F2(0-,-Z,Cl)
£ J o

+ Fs(0+,Z,c2) + Fs(0~,-£,c2) - F5(0+,Z,Cl) - Fs(0~

+ F4{0+,Z, c2) + F4((T, -<f, c2)] d£

+ Ine{Fi(0+, 0+,c2) + Fx(0",0~,c2) - Fx(0+,0+,c,)

-F1(0-,0-,c1) + jF3(0+,0+,c2) + F3(0-,0-,C2)

+ ~[F2(6,0+,c2) + F2(-6,0-,c2) - F2(d,0+,Cl) + f2(-0,O-,c1)

+ F^(8,0+, c2) + Fn(-6,0 , c2) + Fi(6,0+, c2) + F5(-6,0 ,c2)

- F5(6,0+,c,) - F5(0,O-,ci)]}|e=0+ + h.o.t. in £

(44)
where the indices mn in the tensor functions (Fi)mn have been omitted.

Example. As an example we want to retrieve from the loop solution the solution

for the near field of an infinitely long screw dislocation. As shown in Fig. 2 the loop

lies on the X\ —x2 plane and as its radius tends to infinity it approximates an infinitely

long screw dislocation tangent to the loop at the point Z. The straight dislocation

line is assumed to move with constant acceleration a, so that x' = (\at'2H(t'),X2,0).

For near-field evaluation the field point is x = {{at2 + ecosd,0,esin<5). For the

displacement gradient U2j we have from (2)

U2,
/[ r oo

dt' b Ci212(<J12,2 + 622,1) dx2
-00 J —oc

/t roc
dt' / b2pVxG22dx2.

-OO J — OO

(45)

From symmetry arguments, as presented for instance in Achenbach [1], p. 107, for

anti-plane symmetry—as is the case for the infinitely long screw dislocation here—

(45) becomes

/+ roo
dt' [b2C\2\2G22,\ + pb2V\G22]dx2 (46)

-OO J —OO
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Fig. 2

where in G22 only the term S(t - r/c2)/c\r contributes.

In order to check the solution (44) it was indeed obtained that the other terms of

the Green's function contribute zero to the solution. The time integral in (46) may

be further split into two parts, the first one being

/t roo l 1

df J_ [b2cm2G22,l]dx'2 = --t- (47)

according to Appendix A. While for the second one we have according to (44) and

with only F3,F4 ^ 0,

<72,3 = 7 r[F4(0,Z,c2) + F4(-d,-Z,c2)]\e=0+ d£
£ Jo10

+ \ne{F3(6+,y,c2) + F3(-6,-y,c2) (48)

d_
ddl+ -^zlF4(0,y,c2) + F4(-6,-y,c2)]}\e=y=o*
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with Ft,, F\ given by (37) and (38) respectively with the indices n = 3, m = i - h =

k = s — 2, j = l = r — 1 so that

R{D2 + -P2Ri(R, A)

A^ A^

+ C'?,WW + ^i)A2 + P2^(R, A)], (49)

F4(0,j;,c2) = C'212^2

47rc2 A|

^P-^(^22-(Vm,Vm))
471PC2

bi
+

4?rc2

'2

cf(R,V") c|S|W|(VA/,Vw)

A2 A2
p2vr, (50)

where the variables in (49) and (50) for this specific motion and field point take the

values

V = (v,0,0),

a = (a, 0,0),

p = (0,1,0),

C = (cos <5,0, sin £),

W = (y cos<5, — 1, jv sin <5),

W= y/l + y2,

VM = (v-aSI0j\/l+y2,O,O),

p = (0,1,0),

A = (a, 0,0),

D = 0,

R=^W+(sv-iaS2|0||W|) |W|

= (jlj^cos^ + (sv- ^as2\0\\/l + y2^ s/TTy2, j^,°) .

A2 = [c\ - v2)S\/\ +y2 + | avs2\/\ + y2\d\ - y cosdvsgn(6) + ay cosSS6\/1 + y,

S0 = {c2 - v2)~]/2,

ds\ _ -va

d6j0 2(c| - v2)2'

„ 1 [ dyvcosS y2v2cos2S . , 1N|

Sl= cF* \ wiTTTP+ fttttt +-">/■
A20 = &2\e=y=0 = (4 ~ V2)l/2,

A2|e=o = {c\ - v2)S\ yf \ +y2 - yv cos S

= [(c2 - f2)(l + y2) + y2v2 cos2 <5]l/2,
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=a- V
\de Jo (c\-v2)

so that we can obtain the functions F4{0,y,c2),

v (c2 - v2)(y cos<5 + SiVy/l + y2)

^2 A||6I=o

FA(0+,y,c2) = F4(0-,-y,c2) = b2C2
47T

b2C2

47I

v2(y cos<$ + 5"iV\/l +y2) - Siv3\/1 +y2

^|0=o

b2C2 (c2 ~ v2)ycosS

4tt A^=0

and the coefficient of 1/e in the asymptotic expansion (48) acquires the value

~2fJo

b2c2 (c\ - v2)£cosd d£, _ b2C2cos^ycl v2

[(C2 - 172)(i +«£2) + £2V2 C0S2 S]3/2 ~ ~^T (c2 _ v2 sin2 ,5)

however we have from (49) and (50)

F3(0+,0+c2) = jF3(0-)0-,c2)

(51)

_ (bjcA ( -aw2 \ ( b2 \

V 4Tl ) \(C2-V2)5/2 J + \47TC2 /

c^avz ^ c$avz

,(C| - v2)3/2 (C2 - ?;2)5/2

"(4) ac 2

,471 J [c\ - V 2) 3/2 '

f„(MV2) = F.(e,o-,c2) = (^) (-K8>(-y-^>2>,

if4(«,0,c2)|M = ^f4(-«,0,cj)|M

/bjcA {-\aS2){c2-v2)

\ 471 /

-\/lac2 (b2

(c2 - v2y/2 \47r

so that the coefficient of lne in (48) obtains the value

(h.) e. .
\47r/ £-2(1 - V2lc\yi2

Thus the total expression for the asymptotic expansion of C/2,3 near the current po-

sition of the screw dislocation moving with constant acceleration from rest is

-b2 cos<5^1 -v2/c2 1 b2 a . t ....
^2 3 =  ; 7 H  T7T 7—In £ + h.o.t. (52)

2tt (1 ~(v2/cl) sin215) e 4tt c|(1 ~(v2/c2))V2

The 1 /e term agrees with the steady state solution with the instantaneous velocity v -

at and the In e coefficient agrees with the solution obtained by Callias and Markenscoff

[3],
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Conclusions. The near field of a loop moving arbitrarily has been analyzed and

the coefficients of the j and In e singular terms obtained. The case of a straight screw

dislocation is retrieved. The expressions for the general shape loop are lengthy; in a

subsequent paper by Markenscoff and Ni [17] the geometric features of this solution

are explored and examples are presented for a circular loop.
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Appendix A. For a screw dislocation with &2 ̂  0 being at rest until time t' = 0

and then starting to move with a constant velocity V, we have according to Eq. (2)

and for x' = (VH(t')t',x'2,0) x = (xi, 0,0)

/t r oo rt r oo

dt' b2Gri,\ C1212dx'2 + / dt' b2pVG2idx'2
-OO J — OO J 0 J — OO

/0 r OO nt rOO

dt' J ^2^22,1^1212^X2+ / dt' ^2^1212^22,1 dx'2
-00 J — 00 J 0 J— 00

rt roo

+ I I b2pV(j22dx'2
Jo J — oo

= I + II + III.

Integral I is performed to give

h f" 2c2H(c2(t - t')2 - x2)
a dxx \Jc\{t ~ t'

xi

t2-X2

= df(
2n J_ooai \c2(t-t')J dt'

1 H{c2t - x2)

H{c2{t - t')2 - x2)

\Jcj(t-t')2-x2

h.?±
2n C2

r°  i_
J-00 (t - f

1 H{c2{t-t')2-x2Jdt,

(t t') ^Jc2(t - t')2 - X\ -00 ^ \Jc2{t - t')2 -

in which case, for ct < |xi | it yields

f.b2x 1 r° 1 H(c2(t - t')2 - x2) -b2 1

2.71C2 J—00 * )2
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with the contribution, which corresponds to the static solution, coming from t' = -oo.

For ct > |jci | the integral yields

I =
2n c-i

b^xi_

2n ci

\ r°  1 df_

t\Jc2t2 - x\ ^-°° ^ ~ t \Jc2{t - t')2 - x\

ftp
7 X2t2

xf

h
2n

1 ct— +
X\ X\\/c2t2 - x2.

where in the last expression the contributions are due to t' = -oo (static part) and

t' = 0 respectively.

From the integrals II and III we obtain

0, for ct < |xi|

bz c2t - X\V

^71 c(xi - vt)Jc2t2 - x2

so that the final result is

U2,3 =

bz 1

In X\:

for ct > |xi|

for ct < |^i |

b2 1 vjc^fi-x f
, for ct > \x\ |

2n x\ x\c(x\-vt)'

which is in agreement with Eq. (17) of Markenscoff [12] obtained by a different

approach.
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